About Us
Established in the year 2001,We-Krishna Solar Housea widely known concern engaged in
supplying a diverse range of solar equipment manufactured under the Brand Sunrise Solar
(A Product Brand of Krishna Solar House).Our solar products are of the highest quality
standards.Looking at the fact how useful is the solar energy unlike others ,we have
specialized ourselves in supplying a range of solar products like solar street light ,solar
home light system,solar tubular batteries and other electronic devices, manufactured out
of latest technology and are tested from the manufacturing site itself. The products are
provided with thorough check before they are sent for final delivery. The products are
delivered as per the alloted timings of our clients. We ensure that we have all the facilities
be it logistics, transportation, warehouse or packaging and other facilities. The equipment
serve to a wide requirements of industries ,hospitals ,construction and many more. So
far, we have supplied for a number of government as well private projects.We ensure
that certain products(BOS) apart from Solar PV Module are procured from certified
manufacturers like BHEL,EXIDE,REMI and others to complete the System . We have
been continuously serving PAN INDIA,with all our dedication and efficiency in supplying
products/materials at
competitive
price,with our strong distribution network
thereby,occupying major chunk of the market.
The solar energy initiative of Sunrise Solar aims to bring solar energy systems and
solutions primarily to remote and rural areas and bring about a transformation in the
quality of life. As part of this initiative, Sunrise Solar is developing and offering a range of
products, systems and solutions - from Solar PV Modules ,Solar Home Light System
,Street Light System ,Solar Power Pack to Solar Fans - all based on solar energy.These
products systems and solutions are part of the downstream component of the solar value
chain. The unit has the capability to make modules of different ratings up to 250
Watts.

Our farsighted Objectives

Aim:We

aim to meet our customer’s requirement by supplying them with quality
products at competitive price.

Vision: We always visualize ourselves

to satisfy our clients by offering them with certified
products thereby making the environment cleaner and greener for the benefit of the
society.

Mission: We put our constant approach for using the latest techniques in our delivery
process to meet our customers requirement thereby, offering them world class products at
competitive price to reach the highest standard of ethics in the global market.

Product Profile







Solar Photovoltaic Modules
Solar Home Lighting System
Solar Street Light System
Solar Tubular Batteries
Solar DC fans
Solar Power Packs

Our Associate
Our range of products are procured from an ISO 9001:2000 certified company
BHEL-A Government of India undertaking , commenced the manufacture of
Solar PV cells and modules in 1983.BHEL's entry into the photovoltaic scene
has been in line with it'scommittment to the development and
manufacture of various forms of power generation equipment. As the largest manufacturer
of power generation equipment in India,BHEL has also been in the forefront of promoting
the alternate source of energy like solar,wind,magnetohydrodynamics etc.
The Electronic Division of BHEL , where the photovoltaics are manufactured has been
involved in the design and manufacture of sophisticated electronics and power semiconductors since 1977. This expertise in the manufacture of power diodes and
thyristors,along with the system engineering support,has enabled BHEL to make rapid
strides in the design,development and manufacture of photovoltaic modules and
systems.Various systems ranging from power supplies for gas detection and telemetry
system on un-manned offshore plat forms,to grid interactive power plants for rural as well
urban areas have been developed by BHEL.

Exide Industries Limited is a giant in the storage battery industry-is
also the largest power storage solutions company in south and south
east Asia.The company manufactures a wide range of storage batteries
from 2.5 Ah
to 20,400 Ah
capacity , covering
all
sectors.....
telecom,power,automotive,non conventional energy etc. Exide network spreads throughout
the country and we are apart of it.For over 85 years, Exide Industries Limited , has
pioneered battery technology in India. It is the only company in the country to design and
manufacture batteries from 2.5 Ah - 20,400 Ah in conventional flooded and VRLA
design. Technology, innovation, quality and country-wide service network are the four
pillars on which Exide achieves its high pedestal.

REMI Fans Limited (RFL),a

leader and innovator in offering an array of high
speed portable fans from 150mm to 450mm, D.C fans, decent and designer
COMPAIRE ceiling fans and solar fans with low voltage consumption. Since inception, RFL
has pioneered smarter ways for circulating fresh and cool air indoors. With changing trends,
RFL has enhanced its product design from classic to contemporary for meeting different
customer preferences in terms of colour, material, design,functionality and
durability.RFL applies an unparalleled approach for designing, engineering and
manufacturing
different
varieties
of
high-quality
fans.
RFL’s professional team pays meticulous attention to every minute detail from finalising the
design components, manufacturing the final product to ease of installation. Fulfillment of
these specifications during product development produces high quality fans offering
unprecedented performance for years.
Our product features like adjustable fan speed and direction are easy to perform and
effective in offering a soothing environment at home, office or any other indoor space. Over
the years, RFL has made a mark in the market for providing optimum fan designs offering
absolute comfort to the users. You are just a switch away from fresh air…Experience
refreshing ambience and complete comfort with REMI Fans.

Procuring & Warehousing
The whole work starts with the procurement of the products. The responsibility of
safe procurement is efficiently done by our procurement specialists. The concerned
specialists take the well tested and checked product from the manufacturing site. The
products so procured are re-inspected from the site itself. We ensure that the quality is
retained in the same condition in which we receive from the manufacturer. Once the
products are procured, they are brought and stored into well equipped warehouse. All the
favourable
conditions are
well- maintained for keeping the products safe. The
products are kept in correct alignment so as to make space for other products.

Logistics & Transportation
Our process of delivering the products is taken as a responsible job of logistics and
transportation personnels. These personnels take the whole initiative of delivering the
products in the specified time.
Various factors of the safe delivery is taken into consideration such as:
 Location
 Mode of transit
 Medium of transit
 Proper distribution of the products

Team & Management
Our team is the niche of our company. With supporting team like ours, we are sure to go
high in our business. Amongst our teammates, we have procurement specialists, logistics
personnels, transportation professionals. Other then these we have with us warehouse
keepers, sales and marketing representatives and other skilled workmen. The teammates
ardently work for the company, which is why we are able to serve so well. They put their
judicious efforts in all the activities. Through their years of experience , we have
successfully become an established name in the market.

Sales & Distribution
We have a well knitted network of salesanddistribution.The network is so well coordinated that we are far more accessible and marketable. We have a team of expert
sales, marketing and distribution professionals. Through their effective market studies, we
are able to understand the client's requirements in a better manner. Our strong presence in
the market of Bihar,U.P and Jharkhand makes us a preferred company to work with.

Areas We Cater To
Our wide range of solar equipment is vastly served for a number of usage.
Following are some areas wherein, we supply our products:
 Building & Construction
 Hospitals
 Commercial Complexes
 Industrial application
 Residential Townships
 Government Projects
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